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CMBFS

Capacitance Measurement by Frequency Shift

I

( 2) f = 2rr V LC + A

( LI Lr M2 ) h22b = A
hll b

I

which looks so mewhat unmanageable. For
tunately, the expression can be greatly sim
plified . Ll+L2+2M is nothing more than the
total inductance L of the circuit. Let the
second term :

then

evident - tune a simple self excited transis
tor oscillator to the high frequency edge of
one of the amateur bands; connect the
unknown capacitance across the oscillator
circuit and measure the new lower frequency
on the receiver. All that remains to be done
is to derive the expression for relating the
frequency shift to the unknown capacitance.

A basic Hartley oscillator circuit is shown
in Fig. 1. According to R. F. Shea, Transis
tor Circuit Engineering, John Wiley & Sons,
Inc. , 1957, the oscillation frequency for a
Hartley transistor oscillator is:

(I) f =

t ,

'.

Why, you might ask, should another
article be written concerning capacitance
measurement when dozens of articles have
appeared on this subject in the past? I have
reviewed some of them and find that
specialized equipment is generally required
that may not be available to the average
amateur such as a precision calibrated vari
able capacitor, a grid dip meter, or a
capacitance bridge. All techniques required
calibrated standards of some sort which
usually turn out to be the stumbling block
for the average amateur.

What means of calibration is then avail
able to all? The receiver, of course! Every
ham has a receiver these days that is cali
brated to within 5, 2 and frequently I kHz.
Even most transceivers are accurate to the
latter figure. The problem then is how to use
this accurate frequency calibration to meas
ure capacitance. The solution is readily

A is a constant involving the inductive terms
L I, L2, & M as well as the transistor
parameters h22b and hll b and Figs. 2 & I.
If the assumption is made that this term is
negligible, then the familiar expression for
the resonant frequen cy of a tuned circuit
results.

I
Finished unit. (3) f - 2rr 'l LC
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Suppose we assume that (3) determines the
oscillator frequency for the moment. More
will be said about the transistor loading
factor" A" later.
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It can be shown (see Appendix l) th at

c =x

••
ell~

••

(4 )

(5) c, =

The Llf' /fl' term is very small co mpared
to 2Llf/fl and can be neglected for the mo
ment. Equation (4) reduces to:

+ f',.f'

f I'

where Cx= unknown capacitance
fJ = basic oscilJator frequency in kHz.
.:1f= shift in frequency in kHz due to

placing unknown capacitor e x ac
ross tuned circuit

C I= fixed, known tank circuit capaci
tance

C

The significant facts that emerge from this
equation are that the unknown capacitance
Cx depends only on the shift in frequency
M , the basic frequency fI and the tank
capacitance C1. Cx is thus independent of L
and other factors. To measure large values of
Cx, C I must be large which dictates the use
of the lowest frequency amateur band. 80
meters was selected since 160 isn' t available
on many receivers. Fortunately, 80 meters is
also a wide band and contributes to the
range of ex.

Note that the shift in frequency (Llf) is
much more important in determining Cx
than the basic frequency fl . If fl is off by 1
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Fig. 2. Frequency·shift capacitance equivalents.
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kHz, the effect is o nly I kH z in 4000 kH z
whereas a I kH z change in fif has a muc h
larger effect since 6 f can vary be tween 0 to
500 kHz. What this means is that the
linearity of your receiver dial ca librat io n is
more important than the ab solute accuracy.
Setting the basic oscillator freq uency to
4001 instead o f 4000 isn't much cause for
concern. The shift in frequen cy is the
important parameter.

The accuracy of ex is dependent o n the
ac.curacy of Cl. If C I is accurate to 5%, ex
will be accurate to 5%. If CJ is accurate to
Y2%, ex will be likewise. You can buy as
much accuracy as you are willing to pay for.
5% is sufficient for most amateur appli
cations but great accuracy can be achieved
inexpensively in several ways, for example,
padding up an undersized C 1 if there is
precision capacitance measuring equipment
available. If not , precision capacitances can
be purchased from industrial electronic
supply houses. It seems hardly worth buying
a 5% unit for 60 cents when a I % unit can
be o btained fo r 5 1.37 . The Cornell Dubilier
type CD I9 F I02 F500 capacitor can be ob
tained fro m major supply houses. Area
Electronics, Comm unity Drive , Great Neck,
N.Y. 11 0 22 is the distributor fo r EI Menco
type DM20 capacito rs which can be ob
tained at I % or bett er tolerance on specia l
order.

One nice feature of the CMBFS technique
is that the oscillator is not critical. There is
no precision or long term stab ility required.
Temperature, voltage changes, etc. will have
no appreciable effect. The only sta bility
required is that long enough to last for 15
seconds - the length of time it takes to
make a measurement. Inaccuracies are
balanced out by adjusting the variable in
ductance L to produce a 4000 kHz oscilla
tion frequency immediately prior to the
capacitance measurement.

Returning to an earlier assumption, the
next step is to verify the accuracy of
equation (4) with regard to omission of the
transistor loading factor" A". An oscillator,
to be described in the next section, was
constructed using a Cl value of 1000 pF
accurate to within ';4 of 1% as measured on a
precision laboratory bridge. A known ex of
312.3 pF + Y.% produced a frequency shift
of 497 kHz. If these values are substituted
into equation (4), Cx is calculated to be
303.9 pF or 8.4 pF less than it should be.

FEBRUARY 1973

This amounts to an erro r of 1 .7% and is
att ributed d irec tly to transistor loading
shift ing the oscillato r frequency . Another
way o f looking at it is that the tran sist or has
added 27 .7 pf of capacitance to the tuned
circuit. The term "transistor loading factor"
is used somewhat loosely. It also includes
the circuit st ray capacitances. To allow for
the loading effec t a co nsta nt K 1 is inserted
into equatio n (4).

where K I = 1.0 276 8

The term A co uld have been calcu lated
directly from the inductance and transistor
parameters but it would have been fo r an
"average" transistor. The question is "What
is the variability in this term with different
transistors in the circuit?" To answer this
question quantities of different transistors
were plugged into the circuit and the change
in L),f was noted. Intermediate frequency
type 2N4 04's produced a variation of + 6
kHz sh ift o ut o f 500 kHz. The high fre
quency type 2N964 produced a negligible
variation in shift o f + I y" kHz out o f 500
kH z and were therefore j udged the most
sa tisfactory. The Motorola HEP I at 89
cents acts the same as the 2N964 and is
recommended .

The average ham would hardly want to
solve equation (6) every time he wanted to
make a capacitance measurement and there
fore a computerized solu tion was sought.
With 1 KC increments in L),f being available
and covering a 500 kHz range - 500 calcu la
tions have to be made. The computer is a
natural tool for this job. The problem was
programmed for a Univac 1107 and all 500
points were calculated in seven seconds. It
would have taken me 41 hours with a desk
calcu lator to get the same answers with
many mistakes. The results are photo
graphically reproduced in Fig. 2. Don't be
fooled by aU of the significant digits in the
capacitance columns. Although the accuracy
is inherently there, your answer is limited by
the accuracy of C I and your receiver calibra
tion.
Circuit and Construction Details

TRI, L1 . C l of Fig. 3 form the Hartley
Oscillator circuit. TR2 is a buffer amplifier
driven from the emitter tap on LI. Its
function is to isolate any loading on the
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Fig. 4. Component board. Component side solid,
wiring side dotted Jines.

conventional fashion . It is recommended
that co nst ruction similar to that show n be
followed in order to minimize the effect of
st ray capacitances on accuracy. I% of 1000
pF is 10 pF whic h means that the rf wiring
must be short , direct and kept away from
ground. For this latter reason, the hot end of
Ll and CI must be isolated fro m ground.
This is accomplished by mounting the
bind ing posts on a 2-1/S" x I-S/ S" piece of
phenolic and in ser t i ng be hi n d a
1-13/16" x 1-1 /1 6" cutout on the top fro nt
of the aluminum box as shown in the
photograph. The te rminals are mounted
13/1 6" apart to conveniently accept the
leads of the capacitor to be measured .

C3, the .02 d isc ceramic bypass capacitor,
mounts between the bottom end of L I and
the spade lug ground . T R2 output feeds to a
phono type jack. Although there is sufficient
space to include a 9v battery inside the box,
I decided to bring power in through a
term inal strip instead. The chances are that
the CM BFS unit will receive occasional use
and that the battery will be dead when you
do want to use it. I thought it best to use an
ex te rna l power supply o r a battery borrowed
fro m a transistor radio BC set when needed.

Operat ion
Apply voltage to the CMBFS unit. Tune

your receiver to 4000 kHz. Connect the
output lead to the receiver ante nna terminal.
Tu ne L1 until the signal from the oscillator
is zero beat with the receiver. It should be a
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Fig. 3. Schematic. TRI, TR2 : 2N964, HEPl; RFC:
2.5 MH National RIOOS; Ll : 3/8" dia. slug tuned
form, J.W.Miller 4400, 12 turns closewound No.
26E, tap 3 turns from the bottom; CRI : IN34
type germanium mode; Cl: 1000 pF precision
capacitor (see text); C5 : 1000 pF mica; other
capacitors can be ceramic or paper. A ll resistors
1/2W, 10%.

output of TR2 from affecting the oscillator
frequency . CRl is a safety diode that pre
vents the application of reversed voltage
from causing any damage. The circuit is
conventional in all other aspects.

The complete unit is built into a
5" x 3" x 2" minibox with plenty of space
to spare. All components except L1. RFC.
C2. C I and the on-off switch are mounted
on a 2-1/4" x 1-7/ S" piece of SSG24EP
Vectorboard (holes on . 1 inch centers stag
gered) and held onto the chassis by spade
lugs. A layout of the board is shown in Fig. 4.
The components are mounted by inserting the
leads through the holes and crimping them
as shown in Fig. 4. Although the components
can wiggle when first installed, the board
becomes one solid mass after wiring. Wiring
;.. tlonp. on the back side of the board in
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w it h Cx in parallel w ith C 1

Although this particular unit has a capaci
tance range up to 3 13 pF , there is no reason
why a higher C l/ L ratio can' t be chosen to
permit read ing higher values of capacitance,
that is, if you have a compu te r hand y to give
you a new se t of computa tions. Another
approach fo r ex te nd ing the ra nge is to kee p
C I a t 1000 p ft , but split it into two parts
with the unknown capacitor placed across
o ne o f the parts in a capacitive divid er
arrangement. This again requires recornputa
tion. The present range sa tisfied the majority
o f my requirements in working with rf
circu its and provided the excellent definition
o f .5 p FjkHz at the low end and .75 pFjkHz
at the high end of the range. Thus this
approach, coupled with the computer print
o ut rather than the usual plotted cu rve,
permits measuring a fraction of a pF dif
ference between 300 pF capacitors.

eMBFS isn't a technique for the produc
tion lin e testing of capacitors but it is well
suited fo r the occasional amateur need and is
capable of providing a high degree o f ac
curacy at low cost.

A PPEN DIX I

1
L '

4 rr2f1 2C 1

1

1 L - ,....,;'c
1 =::-:---::-

4,,' L(C1 + Cxl - '4,r f2' IC1 + Cx}

well over S9 stable signal. No w connect the
capacitor to be measured to the binding
posts. You will note that the signal is no
longer at 4000 kHz . Tune your rece iver
lower in frequency until the new signal is
picked up and zero beated . If there is any
question about it being the correct signal,
bring your finger near the hot binding post
and the frequency will shift slightly. Record
the new frequency and subtrac t it from
4000 kH z to get the shift (lIf) in frequency.
Now read the actual value of the capacitor
corresponding to Af directly from the chart
(Fig. 2). That's about all there is to it.

I t may not be necessary to actually
connect the CMBFS unit output to the
receiver antenna terminal. Radiation from a
2 or 3 foo t piece of wire may he sufficient ,
depending upon the shie lding o f the receiver.
More important is the elimina tion or reduc
tion of 80 meter signals from other amateur
stations that tend to confuse or lose the
CMBFS signal. Disconnecting the 80M re
ceiving antenna is desirable. I have found
that switching to the 10 or 15 meter antenna
or the dummy load is quite effective in
reducing extraneous 80M signals.

The battery voltage isn't crit ical. A I volt
shift from -9 to -8 vo lts causes a barely
discernible several cycles shift in frequency.
Although the oscillator will oscilla te down
to 2 volts, I don't recommend o pera ting at
this point because the loading factor K I will
noticeably in crease and cause an inaccuracy
in the measurement.

Summary
Equations - equations, the proof is in the

performance! A number of capacitors were
selected from the junk box, measured by
this technique and compared to the 1h%
precision laboratory bridge. The receiver
measurements were made with myoid
Collins 75A I and repeated with a Drake
TR3 transceiver. The results were as follows.

Face CMBFS Precision Bridge
Value Value Value

10 pF 10.35 p F 10.45 pF
50 pF 50.8 pF 51.6 pF

100 pF I 15.2 pF I 15.0 pF
180 pF 175 .0 pF 174.6 pF
270 pF 269.36 pF 268 .4 pF

Not bad . co nsidering that the CMBFS
unit costs less than $ 10 while the precision
bridge costs over $ 1,000.

L is the same in both cases and can be equated

f1 2 C1 '" 122 re t + ex)

f1 2 C1 '" C 1 + Cx

f2 2

1D:L - C1 ) • c-
12'

(

t l ' -:- , ) C 1 • c,
12'

f2 = f 1 - .6.f where .6.f = difference in freq uency

(
11 ' - 1) C1 ' Cx
1f1 - lit) '

(
1" - 1 ) C1. CX
f 12 - 2.6.f f 1 + .6.f2

(

1 - 1 ) C1 • Cx
1 - 2l1f/ l l + lIt ' /f1 '
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